Abstract. Several real-life applications can be stated in terms of the Quadratic Assignment Problem. Finding an optimal assignment is computationally very difficult, for many useful instances. We address this problem using a local search technique, based on Extremal Optimization and present experimental evidence that this approach is competitive. Moreover, cooperative parallel versions of our solver improve performance so much that large and hard instances can be solved quickly.
Introduction
The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) was introduced in 1957 by Koopmans and Beckmann [1] as a model of a facilities location problem. This problem consists in assigning a set of n facilities to a set of n specific locations minimizing the cost associated with the flows of items among facilities and the distance between them. This combinatorial optimization problem has many other real-life applications: scheduling, electronic chipset layout and wiring, process communications, turbine runner balancing, data center network topology, to cite but a few [2, 3] . Unfortunately this problem is known to be NP-hard and finding efficient algorithms to solve it has attracted a lot of research in recent years.
Exact (or complete) methods like dynamic programming, cutting plane techniques and branch & bound procedures have been successfully applied to mediumsize QAP instances but cannot solve larger instances (e.g. when n > 20). To tackle these problems, one must resort to incomplete methods which are designed to quickly provide good, albeit sub-optimal, solutions. This is the case of approximation algorithms, i.e. algorithms running in polynomial time yet able to guarantee solutions within a constant factor of the optimum. Unfortunately, it is known that there is no -approximation algorithm for the QAP [4] . Another class of incomplete methods is provided by meta-heuristics. Since 1990 several meta-heuristics have been successfully applied to the QAP: tabu search, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, GRASP, ant-colonies [3] . The current trend is to specialize existing heuristics, to compose different meta-heuristics (hybrid procedures) and to use parallelism.
In this paper we propose EO-QAP: an Extremal Optimization (EO) procedure for QAP. EO is a nature-inspired general-purpose meta-heuristics to solve combinatorial optimization problems [5] . This local search procedure, a priori, has several advantages: it is easy to implement, it does not get confounded by local minima and takes only one adjustable parameter. We experimentally demonstrate that EO-QAP performs well on the set of QAPLIB benchmark instances. It is, however, known that it is difficult with EO to have fine control on the trade-off between search intensification and diversification: some strategies have been proposed to overcome this limitation [6] , but they entail a more complex tuning process. In this paper we put forth two other approaches which contribute to a more effective handling of QAP using EO: firstly, we propose a simple extension to the original EO which allows the user to have more control over the stochastic behavior of the algorithm. Secondly, we propose to use cooperative parallelism to promote more intensification and/or diversification. Our implementation uses a parallel framework [7] written in X10 [8, 9] . We show that the cooperative parallel version behaves very well on the hardest instances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses QAP and provides the necessary background. Section 3 presents our EO algorithm for QAP and proposes an extension to the original EO. Several experimental results are laid out and discussed in section 4 and we conclude in Section 5.
Background
Before introducing the main object of this paper, we need to recall some background topics: the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP), Extremal Optimization (EO) and Cooperative Parallel Local Search (CPLS).
QAP
Since its introduction in 1957, QAP has been widely studied and several surveys are available [10, 2, 11, 3] .
A QAP problem of size n consists of two n × n matrices (a ij ) and (b ij ). Let Π(n) be the set of all permutations of {1, 2, . . . n}, the goal of QAP is to find a permutation π ∈ Π(n) which minimizes the following objective function:
For instance, in facility location problems, the a matrix represents interfacility flows and b encodes the inter-location distances. In that context, both matrices are generally symmetric: ∀ i,j a ij = a ji and b ij = b ji . However, in other settings the matrices can become asymmetric. Indeed, QAP can be used to model scheduling, chip placement and wiring on a circuit board, to design typewriter keyboards, for process communications, for turbine runner balancing among many other applications [2, 12] .
The computational difficulty of QAP stems form the fact that the objective function contains products of variables (hence the term quadratic) and in the fact that the theoretical search space of an instance of size n is the set of all permutations Π(n) whose cardinality is n!. In 1976, Sahni and Gonzalez proved that QAP is NP-hard [4] (the famous traveling salesman problem can be formulated as a QAP). Moreover, the same authors proved that there is no -approximation algorithm for QAP (unless P=NP). In practice QAP is one of the most difficult combinatorial optimization problems with many real-life applications.
QAP can be (optimally) solved with exact methods like dynamic programming, cutting plane techniques and branch & bound algorithms (together with efficient lower bound methods). Constraint Programming does not work well on QAP and, surprisingly, SAT solvers have not been extensively used for QAP. However, general problems of medium size (e.g. n > 20) are out of reach for these methods (even if some particular larger instances can be solved). It is thus natural to use heuristics to solve QAP. In the last decades several meta-heuristics were successfully applied to QAP: tabu search, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, GRASP, ant-colonies [13] . In this paper we propose to use Extremal Optimization to attack QAP problems.
Extremal Optimization
In 1999, Boettcher and Percus proposed the Extremal Optimization (EO) procedure [5, 14, 15] as a meta-heuristics to solve combinatorial optimization problems. EO is inspired by self-organizing processes often found in nature. It based on the concept of Self-Organized Criticality (SOC) initially proposed by Bak [16, 17] and in particular by the Bak-Sneppen model of SOC [18] . In this model of biological evolution, species have a fitness ∈ [0, 1] (0 representing the worst degree of adaptation). At each iteration, the species with the worst fitness value is updated, i.e. its fitness is replaced by a new random value. This change also affects all other species connected to this "culprit" element and their fitness value also gets updated. This results in an extremal process which progressively eliminates the least fit species (or forces them to mutate). Repeating this process eventually leads to a state where all species have a good fitness value, i.e. a SOC. EO follows this line: it inspects the current configuration (assignment of variables), selects the worst variable (the one having the lowest fitness) and replaces its value by a random value. However, always selecting the worst variable can lead to a deterministic behavior and the algorithm can stay blocked in a local minimum. To avoid this, the authors propose an extended algorithm which first ranks the variables in increasing order of fitness (the worst variable has thus a rank k = 1) and then resorts to a Probability Distribution Function (PDF) over the ranks k in order to introduce uncertainty in the search process:
This power-law probability distribution takes a single parameter τ which is problem-dependent. Depending on the value of τ , EO provides a wide variety of search strategies from pure random walk (τ = 0) to deterministic (greedy) search (τ → ∞). With an adequate value for τ , EO cannot be trapped in local minima since any variable is susceptible to mutate (even if the worst are privileged). This parameter can be tuned by the user. Moreover, the original paper proposes a default value depending on n: τ = 1 + 1 ln(n) . EO displays several a priori advantages: it is a simple meta-heuristic (it can be easily programmed), it is controlled by only one free parameter (a fine tuning of several parameters becomes quickly tedious) and it does not need to be aware about local minima. Nevertheless, EO has been successfully applied to large-scale optimization problems like graph bi-partitioning, graph coloring, Spin Glasses or the traveling salesman problem [14] . Boettcher and Percus point out, however, that depending on the problem, "a drawback of the EO method is that a general definition of fitness for the individual variables may prove ambiguous or even impossible" [19] . To overcome this, De Sousa and Ramos proposed an extension called Generalized Extremal Optimization [20, 21] . Zhou and al. proposed a variant called Continuous Extremal Optimization to deal with continuous optimization problems [22] . It has been also argued that one main issue with EO is that is does not provide a fine control of the intensification. Randall and Lewis propose some intensification strategies to improve EO [6] . We present two alternatives to overcome this limitation: we propose a simple extension to improve the stochastic capabilities of EO and we show how cooperative parallelism can help to achieve intensification or diversification through communications.
Cooperative Parallel Local Search
Parallel local search methods have been proposed in the past [23, 24, 25] . In this article we are interested in multi-walk methods (also called multi-start) which consist in a concurrent exploration of the search space, either independently or cooperatively via communication between processes. The Independent MultiWalks method (IW) [26] is the easiest to implement since the solver instances do not communicate with each other. However, the resulting gain tends to flatten when scaling over a hundred of processors [27] , and can be improved upon. In the Cooperative Multi-Walks (CW) method [28] , the solver instances exchange information (through communication), hoping to hasten the search process. However, implementing an efficient cooperative method is a very complex task: several choices have to be made about the communication which influence each other and which are problem-dependent [28] .
We build on the framework for Cooperative Parallel Local Search (CPLS) proposed in [29, 7] . This framework, available as an open source library in the X10 programming language, allows the programmer to tune the search process through an extensive set of parameters which, in the present version, statically condition the execution. CPLS augments the IW strategy with a tunable communication mechanism, which allows for the cooperation between the multiple instances to seek either an intensification or diversification strategy for the search. At present, the tuning process is done manually: we have not yet experimented with parameter self-adaptation (still an experimental feature).
The basic component of CPLS is the explorer node which consists in a local search solver instance. The point is to use all the available processing units by mapping each explorer node to a physical core. Explorer nodes are grouped into teams, of size N P T (see Figure 1 ). This parameter is directly related to the trade-off between intensification and diversification. N P T can take values from 1 to the maximum number of nodes (frequently linked to maximum number of available cores in the execution). When N P T is equal to 1, the framework coincides with the IW strategy, it is expected that each 1-node team be working on a different region of the search space, without seek parallel intensification. When N P T is equal to the maximum number of nodes (creating only 1 team in the execution), the framework has the maximum level of parallel intensification, but it is not possible to enable parallel diversification between teams. 
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Fig. 1: CPLS framework structure
Each team seeks to intensify the search in the most promising neighborhood found by any of its members. The parameters which guide the intensification are the Report Interval (R) and Update Interval (U ): every R iterations, each explorer node sends its current configuration and the associated cost to its head node. The head node is the team member which collects and processes this information, retaining the best configurations in an Elite Pool (EP ) whose size |EP | is parametric. Every U iterations, explorer nodes randomly retrieve a configuration from the EP , in the head node. An explorer node may adopt the configuration from the EP , if it is "better" than its own current configuration with a probability pAdopt. Simultaneously, the teams implement a mechanism to cooperatively diversify the search, i.e. they try to extend the search to different regions of the search space.
Typically, each problem benefits from intensification and diversification on some level. Therefore, the tuning process of the CPLS parameters seeks to provide the appropriate balance between the use of the intensification and diversification mechanisms, in hope of reaching better performance than the noncooperative parallel solvers (e.g. Independent Multi-Walks). A detailed description of this framework may be found in [7] .
EO-QAP: an EO Procedure for QAP
General Procedure
Our EO-QAP algorithm starts from a random permutation π ∈ Π(n), with an associated cost given by F (π). To ensure we only consider proper permutations, we only perform swap operations on pairs of elements from any given one: this is how value assignment is classically implemented in permutation problems, thereby eschewing the costly explicitly encoding of an all-different constraint. We define the permutation resulting from swapping π i and π j :
The neighborhood of π i is the set N (π i ) of the permutations obtained from π by swapping π i with any another value. By extension, the neighborhood of π is the set N (π) of all permutations obtained by swapping any two values:
Most local search procedures (in particular hill climbing) would select, among all elements of N (π), the best neighbor µ, i.e. the one minimizing the next global cost function. By doing so, they have to deal with the problem of being trapped in a local minimum. Instead, EO defines a fitness value λ i for each value π i , with the understanding that a value with a low fitness is more likely to mutate, i.e. to get swapped. We define the fitness value λ i as the best possible improvement of the cost F when moving to a π i 's neighbor.
A negative λ thus represents an improvement of the cost. At each iteration, the n fitness values are evaluated and ranked, with rank k = 1 for the worst fitness. EO-QAP will thus favor the mutation of a value which improves (decreases) the objective function. The value to mutate is chosen stochastically from a probability distribution over the rank order. This comes down to pick a value at rank k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) with a probability P (k) = k −τ . Let π r be the value measured by the k th fitness value, then π r will be deemed the "culprit" and be forced to mutate. For this we need to choose a target value π s for the swap. Several possibilities exist: one is to choose π s randomly. Another, as in the original EO article, is to pick a random value using the same probability distribution. We propose a third possibility applying the min-conflict heuristic [30] : select the best possible value, that is, the value which minimizes the objective function of the next configuration. The algorithm then swaps π r and π s (thus moving to a neighbor) and iterates with this new configuration. The process stops when a some condition is reached (e.g. a time limit or a given cost is reached). The best solution found so far is then returned (see Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 EO-QAP: an EO procedure for QAP
π ← a random permutation ∈ Π(n) 3:
bestsol ← π 4:
while termination criterion is not reached do e.g. a timeout 6:
compute all fitness values λ of π 7:
sort all λ in ascending order 8:
let k be a random rank with a probability P (k) 9:
let λr be the k th fitness value (πr must mutate) 10:
consider all possible moves from πr and 11:
choose a value πs minimizing the cost of the next configuration 12:
π ← πr↔s swap πr and πs 13:
if F (π) < bestCost then 14:
bestCost ← F (π) 15:
bestSol ← π 16:
end if 17:
end while 18:
return < bestSol, bestCost > 19: end function Implementation Commentary and Complexity Analysis. A permutation π can be encoded by an array of n integers sol[] (with sol[i] = π i ). Line 6 computes the fitness λ i for each value π i . Thanks to Taillard and his famous Robust Taboo Search (RoTS), we know how to compute the evolution of the global cost after a swap incrementally, instead of recomputing it each time from scratch -see equations (1) and (2) which define ∆(µ, ., .) in [31] . This results in an evaluation of all λ in O(n 2 ), while a naïve algorithm is in O(n 3 ). The simplest data structure to manage λ is just an array fit[] whose elements are pairs of the form <index,lambda>. Initially we have fit[i]=<i, λ i >. Line 7 sorts the fit[] array on the second field (λ), in ascending order, this can be done in O(n log 2 (n)). Line 8 picks a value at position k with a probability P (k). Since the PDF and τ are constant along the execution of the algorithm, it is more efficient to pre-compute the n samples of P (k), (1 ≤ k ≤ n) and store then in an array prob[]. To pick a random k, we can use a roulette-wheel selection on prob[] in O(n) theoretically (but closer to O(1) in practice due to the PDF). It is also possible to use a a binary search in O(log 2 (n)) storing the cumulative PDF (prob[k] = k i=1 P (i)). Line 9: the variable to mutate is given by sol[fit [k] .index]. Line 10 selects the other variable for the swap, as per the min-conflict heuristic; this is done in O(n). However, as this variable had already been found when computing λ (Line 6), one just has to record it. To this end, the elements of the fit[] array are refactored as <index,lambda,index2>, where index2 contains the index of the variable which minimizes the cost. The second variable for the swap is then simply given by sol[fit [k] .index2]. The overall complexity of each iteration (i.e. of the main loop body) is thus O(n 2 ).
Extending Extremal Optimization
Because it relies on just one parameter, EO is comparatively very simple to use (tuning many local search parameters can become very laborious). As we show in section 4, the results of EO-QAP are very good on many instances of QAPLIB. However, some harder instances need a fine control of the tradeoff between intensification and diversification. EO handles these two strategies with the same tool: the probability distribution P (k) = k −τ . Depending on the returned value, either the current path continues to be improved (with a high probability) or, in the extreme case, completely abandoned (with a low probability). Every variable has a non-zero chance of being selected and EO is not affected by local extrema. The choice of the probability distribution P has thus a great impact, also determined by its parameter τ , which must be selected by the user. Tuning τ for some hard problems (e.g. tai40a) turned out to be difficult. We therefore decided to extend EO so as to accept different probability distribution functions (PDF). The user can thus choose the most appropriate PDF. For simplicity, all proposed PDFs take a single input parameter τ , the other parameters (if any) being either constant or functionally dependent on τ . We now discuss a few interesting PDFs, and how they are influenced by the single τ parameter:
PDF definition
Usage in EO Name The EO algorithm behaves very differently, depending on the PDF and the chosen value for τ . Figure 2 shows the curves associated with these PDFs for a size n = 40, picking different values for τ . Clearly, with the power law, the first ranked variable has a very high probability to be selected, the probability then decreases very fast but the variables with a high rank (i.e."good" variables) are very likely to mutate (e.g. when τ = 0.5). This results in less intensification, and suits some problems perfectly. If this behavior is unwanted, a larger value for τ may be used, nevertheless, this rapidly puts too strong a pressure on the besk ranked variables which, for some problems, will be selected too frequently. It can be difficult to find a good trade-off. On the other hand, the exponential law skews probabilities a little bit more in favor of lower ranked variables. This is clear from the shapes of the PDFs (see Figure 2) . The normal (Gaussian) law is also interesting because the curve decreases slowly for the very first ranks, then more rapidly and then more slowly again: the first ranked "worst" variables will then be selected with a high but comparable priority. Finally, we found the gamma law interesting because it is not strictly decreasing and can, for instance, give more priority to the second or third variable than to the first one. With this PDF we obtained good results for tai40a with τ = 1.5. It is worth noticing that a shifted normal law can also be used as a non-stricly decreasing function, e.g. using P (k) = N ormal(k, 2, e τ ). It is worth noticing that the best PDF and τ combination is not the same when EO-QAP is run sequentially or in parallel.
Clearly, allowing different PDFs enhances the power of EO which can attack more problems efficiently. The user now has more precise control over the behavior of the algorithm, which remains simple with only two tunable parameters: the PDF and its τ value. It is even possible allow the user to provide his own customized PDF as a file of n values P 1 , . . . P n . At run-time, the prob[] array above mentionned is populated as follows:
Pi (each value being divided by the sum of all values to ensure the whole PDF = 1).
Experimental Evaluation
In this section we present experimental results on the entire QAPLIB test set. To do this, we developed an X10 implementation of EO-QAP.
3 Because EO is a stochastic procedure, we ran each problem 10 times and averaged the results. The number of possible experiments is very high: with different PDFs and τ values, varying the timeout, testing sequential or parallel runs, with different topologies and communication strategies, etc. We thus adopted a 3-stage protocol:
1. Attempt to solve all QAPLIB problems (134 instances) with a basic version of EO-QAP (i.e. without any tuning) and a very short timeout (in order to be able to try 10 runs for each of the 134 instances). All problems for which the Best Known Solution (BKS) was reached for every execution are definitively classified as solved. The others (solved less than 10 times) form the test set of the next stage.
2. To attack the remaining problem we ran EO-QAP (with same parameters and timeout) in independent parallel multi-walks, without communication, on 32 cores of a single machine. As previously, we collected the fully solved instances which need no longer be considered. The remaining instances form the input set for the next stage. 3. The remaining problems are the hardest ones: for these, we used a cooperative parallel version of EO-QAP on 128 cores, tuning the PDF and τ value, and using a larger timeout of 10 minutes.
Stage 1: Sequential Execution
In this first stage, the input test set consists of the 134 QAPLIB instances, which are run sequentially on an AMD Opteron 6376 clocked at 2.3 GHz, using a single core. This is the basic version of EO-QAP with the original power-law PDF and default value for τ (see Section 2.2). For each problem we report the BKS (which is sometimes the optimum), the number of times the BKS is reached (#BKS), i.e. the number of times the problem is solved, the average execution time (in seconds) and the the Average Percentage Deviation (APD) which is the average of the 10 relative deviation percentages computed as follows: 100
. We use a short timeout of 5 minutes. Even if the solver stops as soon as the BKS is reached a limited timeout is needed to be able to run the 134 instances 10 times. Table 1 presents the whole results. Surprisingly, even with this straightforward and suboptimal setting, EO-QAP performs quite well: more than 50% of the instances get totally solved. More precisely: 68 instances are fully solved (in green), and among the remaining 66, only 25 are never solved. On average, the 41 others are solved 4.6 times (in orange). The average APD for the 66 instances not fully solved is about 2.2%.
Stage 2: Independent Parallelism
In this stage, we ran the EO-QAP algorithm in parallel without communication with the same settings as in the first stage (default PDF, default τ , timeout 5 min). The machine was the same: a quad AMD Opteron 6376 clocked at 2.3 GHz, but using 32 cores. These parameters make it possible to assess what improvement we can easily obtain by means of parallel execution. Indeed, this from of parallelism (sometimes called embarrassingly parallelism) works by performing multiple independent walks to explore the search space. Each worker blindly explores a region of the search space, looking for a solution. The process ends as soon as any solver reaches a solution. Since all EO solvers start from a random point, we can expect that they will all visit different regions of the search space (i.e. ensuring a form of diversification), thus increasing the chance to find a solution. Such a parallelization of an algorithm is easy to implement and often behaves very well (see Section 2.3).
The results of this experiment are summarized in Table 2 . This form of parallelism brings a significant improvement in performance and reach. Exactly Table 2 : Independent parallelism on 32 cores (timeout = 300 s)
half of the 66 problem instances now become fully solved (the average time being 3.2s). However, among the 33 remaining ones, 19 remain never solved and, on average, the remaining 14 get solved 6 out of 10 times. Moreover, the average APD over the not fully solved 33 is 0.372%. This contrasts with the previous situation (2.2%), which indicates a significant improvement in the quality of solutions: even when the optimum is not reached, the solution which was found is close.
Stage 3: Cooperative Parallelism
In this final experiment, we attacked the 33 hardest instances with parallelism and cooperation. This was simplified thanks to the CPLS framework which provides the necessary abstraction layers and already handles the communication (see Section 2.3). The sequential EO-QAP needed a very simple adaptation: every R iterations it has to send its current configuration to the Elite Pool and, every U iterations, it retrieves a configuration from the pool, which it nondeterministically 4 adopts it if it is better than the current one. The CPLS system already provides library functions for all these operations. The resulting solver is then composed of several EO-QAP instances running in parallel, which cooperate by communicating in order to converge faster on a solution. As per [7] , the CPLS parameters which control the cooperation are as follows:
-Team Size (N P T ): we tested various configurations and defined N P T = 16. There are thus 8 teams composed of 16 explorer nodes each running the EO-QAP procedure. This is constant for all problems. -Report Interval (R): we manually tuned it (starting from the average number of iterations collected during the previous stage divided by 10). -Update Interval (U ): we experimented different ratio and retained U/R = 2.
-Elite Pool (EP ): its size is fixed to 4 for all problems.
-pAdopt: is set to 1. An EO-QAP instance receiving a better configuration than its current one always switches to this new one.
This experiment has been carried out on a cluster of 16 machines, each with 4 × 16-core AMD Opteron 6376 CPUs running at 2.3 GHz and 128 GB of RAM. The nodes are interconnected with InfiniBand FDR 4× (i.e. 56 GBPS.) We had access to 4 nodes and used up to 32 cores per node, i.e. 128 cores. We stay with a timeout of 5 minutes. Finally, we tested deeply two PDFs (power and exponential) and their τ value and retained the best combination for each problem instance (we could not yet test the Normal law and the Gamma law, while efficient in sequential seems, not well suited for parallelism or else using a different τ value). Table 3 presents the results obtained on the hardest instances. The table also reports the average number of iterations, the report and update interval (R and U ), the number of times the winning algorithm has adopted an elite configuration, the PDF and τ value used. In this last stage, 15 new problems become fully solved. Moreover the average time to solve them is only 24.5 seconds. Only 8 remain unsolved. On average, the remaining 10 get solved 5 out of 10 times. Moreover, the average APD over the 18 not fully solved is only 0.25%. Even when the optimum is not reached the returned solution is close to this optimum.
The table shows that an efficient execution corresponds to a limited number of "adoptions" of an elite configuration (less than 5 changes). This is directly correlated to the value of R and U . There are some exceptions like tai25b and tho40 which are both fully solved. We plan to analyze in details these both situations (e.g. varying R and U).
Regarding the power and exponential PDF, there is no winner. It is worth noticing that sometimes the difference is huge. For instance, sko90 is solved 9 times with the power law but only 2 times with the exponential law. The reverse occurs for taiXX a for which the exponential law performs much better.
The performance of the cooperative parallel EO-QAP, is on par with the best competing solutions, while retaining a much simpler internal structure [32] . Due to space limitations, we do not develop this further. Table 3 : Cooperative parallelism on 128 cores (timeout = 300 s)
Conclusion and Further Work
We have proposed EO-QAP: an Extremal Optimization (EO) procedure for QAP. The basic sequential version of EO-QAP, while simple behaves rather well on several instances of QAPLIB. To attack hardest instances we first proposed a simple extension to the original EO procedure allowing for different probability distribution functions (PDF). The user can select the most adequate PDF depending on the degree of intensification wanted. Moreover, we resorted to cooperative parallelism using a framework written in the X10 parallel language, which provides the user with a fine degree of control of the intensification and diversification for the search. The cooperative version of EO-QAP displays very good results: using 128 cores, 116 instances of QAPLIB are systematically solved at each execution, 10 instances are solved half the time and only 8 instances remain unsolved (but the obtained solution is near to the optimum).
We now plan to attack other known hard instances. Future work includes the study of a default parameter for the other PDFs (e.g. exponential) and how to take into account the hardness of the problem to define this value (e.g. in terms of the landscape ruggedness of the instance to solve). Moreover, we plan to explore portfolio approaches, i.e. ones which combine multiple solvers as well as experiment with techniques for parameter auto-tuning. This experimentation entails a deep analysis of the parallel performance behavior.
